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What do liquor and beverage 
lawyers/regulatory affairs specialists do?  
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Daniel Coles 

Judicial Reviews Intellectual Property 
Administrative Tribunals Litigation 

Al Hudec 

M&A Transactions/ Winery sales Corporate/Trade Mark Advice 
Regulatory Compliance Advice Distribution Agreements 
Trade Law Issues Advice to Industry Associations 
Grocery Store Operating Agreements Analysis of Policy Issues  

Nick Kadysh 

Political Affairs New Product Approval 
Regulatory Issues Products at the Food-Drug Interface 



Key issues in the Canadian wine industry 

• Antiquated legislation/regulation 

• Interprovincial trade barriers 

• Cost structure 

• Grape supply  

• Agricultural issues 

• Product labelling clarity 
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History of Wine Regulation  
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History informs law and policy 

• Liquor Law and policy is vogue at the moment 

• Products and retailing methods may be new, but most laws are 
decades old 

• Although this is changing, policy positions start from early post-
Prohibition mentality: government must control all aspects of liquor 
manufacturing/retailing/distributing (Alberta being an outlier) 

• Consumers today want to experience alcohol in ways that were not 
contemplated before: farmers markets, spas, movie theatres, in 
breweries - the list goes on. 

• Legislators and provincial liquor boards are playing catch-up 

• Governments don’t want to go back to “saloon culture” 
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BC’s 19th century Saloon Culture 

• Before Prohibition (1917-1921), British Columbia had a 
notorious “Saloon culture”  

– Open 24/7 

– Sold all types of alcohol 

– Saloon often first building built in new town 

– In 1880 New Westminster had one bar for every 13 people 

• Minimal rules and regulations. “Anything goes” mentality 

• Bars also functioned as town centres: people came for food, 
news, gossip, job postings 
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Prohibition Strikes 

Province Date Enacted Date Ended 

British Columbia 1917 1921 

Alberta 1916 1923 

Saskatchewan 1917 1925 

Manitoba 1916 1921 

Ontario 1916 1927 

Quebec 1919 1919 

New Brunswick 1856 1856 

Nova Scotia 1917 1930 

Prince Edward Island 1901 1948 

Newfoundland &Labrador 1917 1924 
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Temperance Movement sweeps North 
America 

• After WW1 the Temperance Movement gains ground across 
Canada and the United States 

 Religious backing 

 Medical evidence 

 Societal concerns 

• Prohibition a failed regime 

 Corrupt 

 Saloons stayed in business selling near-beer 

 Created black market for alcohol 
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End of Prohibition – Government 
Control of Liquor 

• 1920s liquor boards established across Canada 

• Liquor boards and legislation control all aspects of 
liquor: manufacturing, distribution, retailing 

• Early liquor laws imposed regime that discriminated 
along class/gender/racial lines 

• Government (social elites) decided how alcohol could 
be consumed 
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The “new regime” was not a lot of fun 

• Food service, singing, dancing, and entertainment 

generally banned from beer-parlours  

• In BC hard liquor and wine not available until the 1950s 

• Liquor Commission controlled all aspects of liquor service 

including bar layout, names of establishments, how liquor 

consumed (e.g. no standing at bar) 

• Liquor Commission attempted to control morality by 

regulating liquor service 
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The History of Liquor Law Reform in 
British Columbia 

• Various governments in BC (and across Canada) have 
recognized that existing laws and policies did not get 
balance quite right. In BC have had several 
commissions: 

• Stevens Report, Report of the British Columbia Liquor 
Inquiry Commission, 1952 

• Morrow Report, 1970 

• Jansen Report, 1987 

• John Yap Report, B.C. Liquor Policy Review, 2014 
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Status of Recent Reforms 
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Status of BC reforms implementing Yap 
recommendations 

• British Columbia’s “new” Liquor Control and Licensing Act 
comes into force January 23, 2017 

• New Act and new Regulations announced with new policies 
including: 

– Option for licensees to review decisions of the branch 
without recourse to Judicial Review. 

– Clarification of online sales 

– Barrel-aged cocktails 

– More flexibility in obtaining licenses 
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Yap reforms that have been implemented 
• Social responsibility materials posted in 

bars, restaurants 
• Social responsibility education 

programs 
• Serving it Right expanded 
• Happy hours 
• Updating minimum prices 
• Sale of liquor in grocery stores 
• Allow manufacturers to sell products of 

other manufactures 
• Allow tastings at farmers markets 
• Allow accompanied minors in licensed 

establishments 
• Modernize requirements for food 

primary operations 
• Approval timelines for municipal and FN 

approvals 
• Event licenses cover multiple events 
• Streamline approvals of family 

weddings 
 
 

• Allow promoters to apply for licenses 
for charity events 

• Permit hobby brewers to host tasting 
events 

• Permit beer gardens 
• Allow  u brew and mixed spirit drinks at 

SOL events 
• Allow more drink choices at stadiums 
• Permit sampling in all licenses 

establishments 
• Allow liquor transfer between 

establishments 
• Allow temporary licensing on ski hills 

and golf courses 
• Allow hotel guests to carry liquor to 

rooms 
• Allow U-brews to use ‘Ferment on 

Premises’ in name 
• Allow U-brew owners to own other 

establishments 
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Yap reforms still in process  
• Focus alcohol education programs 
• warning labels on liquor products 
• Educational programs for licensees 
• Encourage police use of 

enforcement tools 
• ‘Last drink’ programs to charge 

establishment owners 
• Review of LCLB decisions by 

independent agency  
• LDB to improve the marketing of BC 

products in its stores 
• Work with tourism associations to 

develop promotional materials 
• Quality assurance program for craft 

beer and artisan spirits 
• Eliminate endorsement 

requirement for picnic areas 
• Allow community centers to use 

licenses space for other purposes 
 
 
 

• Work with Agricultural Land 
Commission to allow more people 
in consumption areas 

• Review minimum requirements to 
obtain brewery, winery or distillery 
license 

• Allow permanent off site tasting 
rooms  

• Allow food primary to transition to 
bar after 9 pm 

• Allow spas, galleries, cooking 
schools to be licenses 

• Changes to municipal/FN approval 
processes 

• Annual SOL’s 
• Repeal club designation 
• Modernize LDB warehousing and 

distribution system  
• Allow refillable growlers 
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Future Reforms  
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Future of Reform 

• Responding to “craft movement” 

– What is “craft beer”? 

– BC has a “craft spirit” designation 

– Regulators/Legislators must balance consumer concerns 
(e.g. cost, access, selection, convenience) with societal 
concerns (e.g. social harms, health care costs, tax revenue, 
community interests) 
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Reform through Court Challenges 
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Provincial Regulators now seeing attempts 
at reform through court challenges 

• R. v. Comeau, 2016 NBPC 3 

– Comeau brings trunk full of cheap beer back to NB from 
Quebec. 

– Liquor Control Act prohibits possessing liquor (s.133) or 
buying it (s.134) unless it was purchased from the NBLC.  

– Section 121 of the Constitution says: 

“All Articles of the Growth, Produce, or Manufacture of any 
one of the Provinces shall, from and after the Union, be 
admitted free into each of the other Provinces” 
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Comeau and other constitutional 
challenges 
• Issue: Are provincial liquor board monopolies acting as “trade barriers” in 

contravention of Constitution? 

• NBPC said “yes” -   Section 134(b) of the Liquor Control Act of New Brunswick 
constitutes a trade barrier which violates section 121 of the Constitution Act, 1867 and 
is therefore of no force or effect as against Gérard Comeau 

Other Constitutional Challenges 

• Toronto Distillery Co. v. The Liquor Control Board of Ontario, 2016 ONSC 2202 

– Is the LCBO mark-up on the Distillery’s products at its on-site retail store is a “tax”, 
as argued by the Distillery (and potentially improper and unenforceable), or a 
“proprietary charge”, as claimed by the LCBO (and thus proper and enforceable) 

• Unfiltered Brewing Inc. v. Nova Scotia Liquor Corp 

– Mandatory mark-up of $.5 per litre of beer = unconstitutional tax 
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Interprovincial Restrictions on Wine Trade 
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Recent history of reforms to reduce 
restrictions on the Inter-Provincial sale of 
wine  

• Why is this important? 

• Bill 311 

• Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Nova Scotia now allow consumers 
to bring back wine from other provinces 

• The Comeau decision struck down interprovincial restrictions as 
contrary to s.121 of the Constitution Act 

• The recent Clark/Wynn ‘trade deal’ 
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How will free trade in liquor between 
Provinces be achieved?  

• Appeal of Comeau or Reference Case to the SCC?  

• Legislative amendments?  

• New Agreement on Internal Trade?  
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Wine Labelling Issues  
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Wine labelling in Canada - the ‘Cellared in 
Canada’ controversy 
• Cellared in Canada wines are wines blended in Canada from cheap imported bulk wines 

and varying percentages of Canadian wine 

• Currently  blended products using domestic and imported wine are labelled  

  Cellared in Canada by [insert winery name and address] from    

 imported and domestic wines 

• Currently a divisive issue within the industry – a very important part of the business for 

the large commercial wineries; but smaller Canadian producers feel that this labelling 

practice is damaging the ‘Canadian brand’ 

• Needs to be resolved so that industry can move forward in a more cohesive manner to 

focus on more strategic issues; negative media attention damaging to the industry – 

creates confusion and distrust 

• Industry needs to put the issue behind it and move forward on a more positive track 
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BC Wines of Market Quality Regulation  

• Outlines criteria for the use of geographical indications for BC 
wines but does not cover internationally blended wine that is 
produced in BC  

• Use of British Columbia as a geographic indicator requires 
100% BC wine content 

• New sub-appellations are currently being implemented 
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Background  

• Under Federal law wine labels must include a  clear 
statement of country of origin 

• Under Canadian Food and Drugs Act Regulations ‘country of 
origin’ labelling is required for wine (but not for beer or 
spirits) and is regulated by the Canadian Food Inspection 
Agency (CFIA) – origin must be shown on the ‘principal 
display panel’ 

• ‘Product of Canada’ – requires 100% Canadian content 
(changed from 75% in 2008) 

• ‘Product of [import country]’ – requires 75% country content 

• ‘Blended in Canada from [name countries] wines’ – in 
descending order of content  

• ‘Made in Canada from (name countries) grapes (or juices) 
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Exception for Canadian Blended Wines 
• ‘Cellared in Canada by (winery name and address) from (imported and/or 

domestic wines)’ 

• 1994 Interim order by Agriculture Agri-Food Canada (now CFIA) after 5 years 
of negotiations between industry associations, grape growers and the AAFC  

 officially included in the Canada General Standards Board Wine Standards 
in 1996 

 approved by the National Wine Standards Committee in 2005 after 
another 5 years of consultation  

 accepted by LCBO in trade letter in 2006 

 has never been permanently implemented into law since the process of 
completing Canada’s National Wine Standards came to an unsuccessful 
end in 2008 

• Currently the ‘exception’ remains found only in the CFIA Guide to Food 
Labelling and Advertising (Section 10.7.2) 
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Differing views on why the order was 
‘interim’ 
 
• Pending inclusion of the designation in the National Standard 

of Canada for Wine when issued 

• Others  believe it was a temporary measure to help the 
industry while it was in the process of converting from 
labrusca to vinifera grapes 
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Reform Initiatives 

• The Label Clarity Working Group created by the Wine Council of 
Ontario in 2009 recommended that CIC be replaced with ‘Blended 
from International and Canadian Wines’ 

• In March, 2010, the Wine Council of Ontario requested that CFIA: 

 adopt the label which reads “Blended from International and 
Canadian Wine” 

 include a minimum 25% Canadian content in blended wines 

 list the countries of origin on the back label in descending order  

• LCBO and Ontario wine retail stores changed signage to 
‘International – Canadian Blends’ and BC LDB changed its signage to 
‘Bottled in British Columbia from Domestic and International 
Wines’ 
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Reform Proposals (continued) 

• The CFIA  is looking at origin labelling on wine through its 
Food Labelling Modernization initiative  which began in 2013 

• In 2012, the CVA recommended to the CFIA that CIC be 
changed to ‘Blended in Canada’ or ‘Bottled in Canada’ from 
imported and domestic wines – encourage voluntary 
placement on the principle display panel, and voluntary 
disclosure of country of original details where possible 

• CFIA will draft new labelling regulations in early 2017 with a 
goal of incorporating into new law in 2018 
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Formal comment of 
BC Wine Appellation Task Group 

Although the mandate of the BC Wine Appellation Task Group is 
to recommend changes to the Wines of Marked Quality 
Regulations, issues surrounding the labeling and presentation of 
imported wines that are blended and bottled in BC, known as 
‘ICB’ wines, were raised repeatedly during the process of 
industry engagement that the Task Group undertook. The Wines 
of Marked Quality Regulations are designed to ensure the 
identity and authenticity of BC wine. The concerns raised about 
ICB labeling and presentation were related to consumer 
confusion about the identity of origin of these imported wines, 
and specifically the common conflation of these wines with 
wines of British Columbia 
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Recommendation of the  
Kedge Business School/Wine Industry 
Leaders Forum (2016) 
 

That the industry support the removal of the statement “As an 
interim measure, the statement ‘Cellared in Canada’ by (naming 
the company), (address) from imported and/or domestic wines’ 
may also be used as a country of origin statement for wines 
blended in Canada” from the CFIA guidance on Labelling 
Requirements for Alcoholic Beverages 
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MP Michell Rembel 

• Pushing for review of the Cellaring in Canada issue by the 
Standing Committee on Agriculture 

• In April 3 members of the industry visited Members of 
Parliament to request review 
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British Columbia Wine Institute 
 

The BCWI board has asked the Minister of Health to put in place 
an 18 month sunset period on removal of the interim measure in 
the CFIA guidance on Labelling Requirements for Alcoholic 
Beverages  and that during such period there be  federal 
stakeholder industry consultations on modernization of the 
existing regulation 
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Canadian Vintners Association 

•The Canadian Vintners Association is currently conducting industry 
interviews and roundtable discussions on the ‘cellared in Canada’ 
labelling issue 

• The industry discussions have identified consensus on the following 

– a resolution on blended wine labelling  is urgent -  negative 
publicity  impacts all categories of the industry 

– VQA and ICB/CIC consumers are different and don’t compete 
against each other 

– The term “Cellared in Canada” is outdated, confusing and needs to 
be replaced 

– Generally, industry agreed that listing all countries of origin on 
labels would be burdensome and difficult 
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Arguments for change 

• Source of frustration among some stakeholders 

• Transparency and honesty in product labelling 

• Consumers are not buying what they think they are buying 

• Country of origin is important in product selection 

• CIC wines  perceived by consumers as Canadian even though 
there may be little Canadian content especially in BC where 
there is no minimum Canadian content requirement 

• Reputation of Canadian wines in export markets 

• International labelling standards 
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Arguments for the status quo 

• CIC/ICB consumers do not read labels 

• Wine blending to taste more important than country of origin 

• Listing countries not practical 

• Allows economies of scale for commercial wineries 

• Allows commercial wineries to compete at all price points 

• CIC/ICB generates significant employment and economic 
activity 
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Do Canadian wines and CIC products 
compete? 
 
100% Canadian wine  CIC or International Canadian blends 

Made from 100% Canadian grapes (VQA or Product of 
Canada  

Made from a blend of imported and domestic grapes  

Generally priced > $10/bottle Generally priced < $10 bottle  

11% of Canadian market sales  21% of Canadian market sales 

Utilize 20% of Canadian grapes Utilize 80% of Canadian grapes  

Consumers tend to explore brands and varieties  Consumers shopping for price, brand, consistent 
flavour profile 

Exempt from federal sales tax  Contribute federal sales tax ($0.62/litre) 

20,700 jobs - $727 million in wages  10,600 jobs - $464 million in wages 
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How important is blended wine to the 
Canadian industry? 

• 80% of Canadian grape production goes into international 
blended wines 

• Ontario Wine Content Act requires a minimum 25% Ontario 
grape content 

• Canada is the 12th largest importer of bulk wines (2015) – 115 
million litres representing 29% of all our wine imports – 
principally from Australia, Chile, USA, Spain and South Africa 

• LCBO reports sales of $275 million for ICB wines; $139million 
for VQA wines 
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Canadian and CIC wines do not compete 

• The under $10 market 

 84% of all wines produced and sold in Canada  

 40% of all imported wines 

 CIC/ICB wines are 44% of the market; imports are 56% 

• The over $10 market 

 10% are Canadian wines 

 90% are imported wines  

• ICB and VQA prices are becoming closer at the bottom of the 
VQA price point – prices of some VQA wines are getting as 
cheap as ICB wines, so they may be starting to compete 
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VQA/Canadian and CIC/ICB are two 
different markets  

• A recent (October 2016) report by The Strategic Counsel to 
the CVA  concluded that there is a broad consensus in the 
industry that ICB customers are different from VQA customers 

• Two distinct buying categories 

• Buyers are very different in demographics and in consumption 
patterns 

• LCBO reports Average VQA price is $14.16 compared to $7.72 
for ICB/CIC product 

• VQA sold in 750 ml format; most ICB/CIC sold in 1.5L or larger 
formats 
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VQA/Canadian and CIC/ICB are two 
different markets  
 

 
VQA & Canadian Wine  Consumers CIC & ICB Wine Consumers  

Higher end consumers – shop around for 
different wines, willing to pay more, pay 
attention to varietals 

Buyers heavily driven by price/value and 
brand loyalty is much stronger than for VQA 
wine buyers 

Wine enthusiasts – drink and explore various 
categories such as various countries, 
varietals 

Brand focused and not country of origin 
focused 

Very focused on where products are coming 
from – vintage, vineyard 

Buyers do not read the labels – blending to 
taste is more important than country of 
origin; looking for pairing suggestions 

VQA wines really competing against the 
higher priced imports 

Really choosing between ICB and cheap 
imported wines from USA, France, Italy; 
rarely purchase VQA wines 

Typical customer is upper income, well 
educated, even split between men and 
women  

Typical customer is average income, less 
highly educated, more likely to be female 

Yearly spend on wine is $74; $1864 on all 
alcohol products 

Yearly spend on wine is $135; $2155 on all 
alcohol products 
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Listing of countries of original not 
practical  

• Most blended wines rely on sourcing from a range of 
countries, which change based on pricing, availability and 
seasonality 

• Cost implications of constant labelling changes as blend varies 

• High auditing costs as this would require review of  
documentation to trace and substantiate origin 

• Cost benefit analysis by NZ and Australia (2005) concluded 
that costs would far exceed benefits   

• Yet that is what the current Canadian requirements, absent 
the exemption, and various international standards, prescribe 
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Does the CIC issue affect our international 
reputation?  

• Canada does not export blended wines 

• Accuracy in labelling of country of origin is crucial for a region to be 

taken seriously at the international level  

• We should adhere to international standards such as the 

International Organization of Vine and Wine 

• In 2010, Jancis Robinson highlighted the issue of cellared in Canada 

wine in the international press, describing the Canadian wine 

market as in turmoil as a result of large producers packaging bulk 

imported wine as Canadian and consumers purchasing them in the 

mistaken belief that they are domestic wines 
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Is the ‘Cellared in Canada’ label 
designation misleading? 

• The issue is integrity and honesty 

• The phrase ‘Cellared in Canada’ suggests that the wine is a 
Canadian wine – offends values of truth and transparency 

• What is the consumer perception? Do consumers believe that they 
are buying Canadian wines, and supporting local growers and 
vintners?  Do they care? 

• Reference to ‘cellared’ is misleading.  In the wine context, ‘cellared’ 
connotes ageing process to refine and enhance certain attributes 

• Reference to ‘Blended or Bottled in Canada' would be more 
accurate 
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Merchandizing and marketing/branding 
practices (may be more important) 

• Shelving practices – shelving ICB wines next to VQA  

• Restaurants listing CIC as Canadian 

• Producers who use same or similar brand for CIC and 
domestic – using successful VQA brands to brand name lower 
prices ICB wines 
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Will asking for changes take us down the 
‘slippery slope’? 
• Ingredient List – Wine is currently exempt from listing additives and processes used in winemaking 

• Allergens – Wine currently exempt from listing milk, eggs and fish used as fining agents  if best filtering 
practices are used; sulfites are disclosed 

• Nutritional Panel – Wine is presently exempt from requiring a nutritional panel (e.g., carbohydrates, 
protein, etc.) unless an energy or health claim is made on the label 

• Standard Drink – Wine is presently  exempt from listing the number of standard drinks on the label 

• Warning Label – Wine is currently exempt from any form of written or pictogram warning label (e.g., don’t 
drink while pregnant) 

• Alcohol – Wine must disclose alcohol content but is permitted a +/- 1.0% alcohol tolerance from what is 
printed on the label 

• Vintage – Vintage dating of VQA  wines requires that at least 85% of the grapes are from the specific 
vintage date 

• Varietal –  VQA single varietal wine must be made with at least 85% of the specified varietal 

• Region – VQA wines that name a geographical indicator be made with at least 85% of the grapes from the 
named geographical indication, with no information on the remaining 15% 
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Labelling alternatives  

1. Cellared in Canada from international and domestic grapes – part 
oF the problem is the notion that it is cellared 

2. Blended in Canada from international and domestic grapes – does 
not identify country of origin 

3. Bottled in Canada from international and domestic grapes – is 
there any value added that justifies reference to Canada 

4. Blended from international and domestic grapes - Should there be 
a threshold of Canadian content required before the phrase ‘blend 
of international and Canadian grapes’ is permitted?  

5. ‘Made in Canada’ - doesn’t work - blending does not constitute a 
‘substantial transformation’ – doesn’t result in a new product 
bearing a new name 
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Wine in Grocery Stores  
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Consumer Demand For Wine In Grocery 
Stores 

 

• The grocery sales channel generally accounts for 65-70% of total 
sales where permitted 

• Convenience of purchasing wine with food makes it a preferred 
sales channel for consumers 

• Recent change in B.C. policy justified by feedback obtained 
during liquor policy review – 82% support 

• Controversial within the industry as to whether wine in grocery 
is a good thing and whether preferences to domestic producers 
constitute an infringement of trade agreements 
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U.S. States That Allow/Prohibit Grocery 
Wine Sales 
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The B.C. Model  

• Shelf in Store Model – B.C. wines only 

 This includes 21 existing VQA licenses administered by the BCWI – continued 
exemption from the provincial 1 km rule 

 Also includes activated dormant Bill 22 licenses which are being auctioned off  

 Also possible for IWS licenses to convert to full liquor-store-in-store or shelf in 
store if they restrict to 100% B.C. wine.  Not subject to 1 km rule 

• Store within a Store Model 

 GLS and LRS licenses (private retail) may transfer to grocery subject to the 
existing 1 km rule.  

 May sell domestic and imported liquor in ‘caged’ area 

 Physically separated with controlled access and separate checkout 
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BCWI VQA Operatorships  
 • The  majority of the 21 existing VQA wine store operators have sold to OFG 

• VQA operatorships were on average only marginally profitable and the 

shift to ‘wholesale pricing’ and purchase model (ie elimination of fixed 

margins) raised questions as to whether ‘consignment/discount from retail 

pricing’ model could remain viable 

• Protections built into BCWI Operating Agreement to achieve policy 

objectives – fair and equitable access, minimum average price, no store 

brands, wholesale pricing, COD (as required by LDB Manufacturers 

Agreement) continue in the grocery model 

• Inducement rules prevent stocking fees 

• Several municipalities are imposing their own 1 km rule to impede the 

transfer of VQA licenses to grocery 
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Grocery Channel Performance to Date 

Highlights of December 2015 sales include: 

• The 4 grocery stores accounted for 30% of total VQA 
license sales for December 

• Highest grossing non-grocery store was $218,000; 
highest grocery (Save-On-Foods South Point) was 
$264,000 (21% higher) 

• Average non-grocery gross sales – $124,000; Average 
grocery store gross sales –  $195,000 (57% higher) 
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Special Wine Store Licence 

• Bill 22 now in force – Auction for the right of Eligible Grocery Stores to 
apply for special wine store (SWS) licences authorizing the sale of 
100% B.C. wine, cider and sake 

• Eligible Grocery Store – min 10,000 sq ft, general groceries must be 
70% of non-liquor sales and 50% of all sales (including liquor) 

• 6 licenses already auctioned off; 18 licenses overall 

• Licensees must carry a selection of product from a significant number 
of B.C. wineries of all sizes. While it is recognized that space limitations 
may restrict the volume of product available in a store, the underlying 
rationale for the new special wine store licence model is to provide 
consumers with increased access to B.C. wines and particularly to 
wines not widely available through other sales channels 
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LDB/LRS Store-within-a-Store 
 • The opportunities for LDB and LRS to transfer to 

grocery are limited by the 1 km rule and the fact that 
liquor stores are located close to most existing grocery 
stores 

• In early 2015, the LCLB held a lottery to determine the 
order in which applications from existing stores to 
transfer to new locations including grocery would be 
processed  

• Rumoured that about 24 private liquor store licensees 
are in the process of transferring licences to grocery  
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Ontario – Recent Developments 

• Ontario phasing in wine on shelves in 300 independent and large grocery stores – minimum 
pricing $10.95/750 ml – geographic and concentration restrictions on allocation 

• Fall, 2016 – issuing 70 new licenses (18 reserved for ‘independent grocers’),  half restricted to 
Ontario VQA wine only (excluding wine from the big WRS offsite owners; and half unrestricted 
‘universal’ licenses allowed to sell both foreign and domestic wines 

• 2019 – Another 80 new licenses; half restricted and half universal licenses 

• Restricted licenses convert to ‘universal’ licenses in 3 years 

• Government will discuss with grocers opportunities for small producers to access the channel 
and adequate VQA display space 

• 150 of the existing winery stores will be allowed to relocate on a phase-in basis to inside the 
grocery store if they limit sales to Ontario wines only (i.e. Non ICB), with a shared checkout, 
and to broaden their assortment to sell wines of any Ontario producer 
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Ontario – Continued 

• Offsite WRS that transfer into grocery must be ‘supplier-neutral’ in their 
retail and marketing practices  

 Must provide equal sales opportunities for wines other than their 
own 

 Sales targets established with reference to relative performance of 
the same wines in the LCBO – corrective action if target missed such 
as more prominent shell space 

 Selection comparable to selection available under universal licenses 

 50% of shelf space to VQA wines, split equal between wines of the 
owner and other producers; 10% to small wineries; allocation to ICB 
wines if there market share in LCBO reaches 12% 

 Equitable sharing of promotional and sampling opportunities 
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Ontario – Continued 

• Recognized that wine in grocery is a competitive threat to LCBO 

 Uniform pricing – price in all channels must be the same 

 LCBO is the supplier of record and full LCBO mark-ups and levies apply to the sale of 
domestic and imported product 

 Governments tax take on off-site WRS outlets should be the same as it takes from LCBO 
(less cost of service adjustment) 

 Improved eCommerce site – massively increased product assortment 

 Expand sales of bag-in-box wine – now 20% of sales in US, UK and France;  50% of sales in 
Australia, Sweden and Norway 

 Improve margins through ‘special product calls’ 

 Further develop wholesale business 

 Strengthen data-based decision making 

 On-site stores will be permitted to sell International – Canadian Blended (ICB) product 
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Quebec Allows Limited Wine In 
Grocery 

• Quebec currently allow limited wine in grocery under 
regulatory regimes designed to protect their government 
monopoly stores from competition  

• Quebec permits the sale of non-descript generic wines bottled 
in Quebec in grocery and corner stores (i.e. identification of 
variety, vintage or appellation is prohibited) – change is 
possibly coming 

• B.C.’s model – currently in the process of being implemented is 
designed to provide limited preferences to B.C. wineries 
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Wine In Grocery Is A ‘Bad Thing’ 

• Concern grocery channel will dominate retail distribution, cannibalizing 
other channels  

• International experience shows that where wine is allowed in grocery in an 
unrestricted market with no barriers captures 65-70% of market  

• Gravitation to high volume/low margin industrialized wines and exclusion of 
estate product and smaller producers 

• Grocers will extract concessions such as shelving fees, favour private 
labelling 

• Low retail prices and low profit margins 

• Low level of knowledge of sales staff 

• Preferences to local wines may be a violation of trade laws – may lead to 
challenge, including a challenge of ‘direct delivery’ 
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 Wine In Grocery Is A ‘Good Thing’  
 • Win-Win for consumers and wineries to be able to buy and sell wine at the same 

time and place and same till as food and groceries 

• Convenience for consumers and additional sales channel for wineries to 
accommodate increase in B.C. grape production, wineries, brands and SKU’s 

• Initial indications are that the grocery channel store channel will sell significantly 
more VQA wine than the non-grocery operators 

• Not all grocery is low end – Marks & Spencer, Waitrose, Whole Foods, Costco 

• Protections built into VQA Operating Agreements – fair and equitable access, 
minimum average pricing, no private labelling, wholesale pricing, COD; inducement 
rules prohibit shelving fees 

• Opportunity for existing operators to exit the business – permitted to realize the 
value of their licenses in grocery through sale of licence 

• Limited number of venues may reduce trade risk – max of 60 licenses (i.e. less than 
5% of distribution); ‘direct delivery’ grandfathered as a ‘pre-existing non-conforming 
measure’ 
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Wine and International Trade Law 
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International Trade Law Issues  
 • Does the B.C. model violate trade agreements? 

• 1 km rule blocking import access to grocery via store-on-store 
model? 

• U.S., Australia, Chile and the EU have lodged informal complaints 

• Issues:  

• Are the 60 preferential licences legitimately ‘grandfathered’? 

• Are California and B.C. wines sufficiently ‘like products’ that 
they must be treated equally under the’ national treatment’ 
provisions of our treaties? 

• Can discrimination be justified on permissible grounds? 

• What is the ‘practical likelihood’ of a trade challenge? 
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South Okanagan – 49th Parallel  
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Canada/Europe – Comprehensive 
Economic and Trade Agreement (CETA) 

• Eliminates all import 
tariffs on wine and wine 
making equipment 

• Wine certification 

• Ice wine definition 

• Geographical 
Indications 

• Continues to exempt 60 
wine retail stores in BC 
and 292 in Ontario 
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Grandfathering Exemption 

• Does it apply? 

• Under NAFTA, exemption limited to private wine store 
outlets ‘in operation’ in the process of being built, or 
for which a license had been approved on October 4, 
1987 

• Under CETA, grandfathering applies to no more than 
the 60 licenses referred to in the Agreement 
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Adverse Trade Precedents 

• The established GATT/WTO panel precedents are against us. 
They have held that Canadian and Mississippi wines, 
Japan/Korea/Chile spirits are substitutes  

• At least two old (1987, 1992) GATT panels have found domestic 
and imported unsweetened still wines to be ‘like products’ 

• The WTO in the late 1990’s found locally produced spirits in 
Japan, Korea and Chile to be like, directly competitive or 
substitutable products to imported spirits 
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Can The Precedents Be Distinguished?  

• The precedent cases all related to discriminatory taxation 
measures. It is hard to justify a discriminatory tax as anything 
other than an improper discriminatory measure  

• The 2001 Appellate decision of the WTO in the Asbestos Case 
ruled that discrimination can be justified on the basis of 
‘consumer preferences and habits’ 

• Argument that a ‘shelving preference’ for B.C. wines in grocery 
store aisles reflects a consumer preference for local wines with 
their local foods 
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Are BC And California Wines The Same? 

• Are B.C. and California wines ‘like, directly competing or substitutable 
goods’?  

• The ‘yes’ side argues that the issue has been settled by  existing GATT 
precedents  from the 80’s and 90’s 

• The contrary argument goes as follows:  

– Each case must be argued on its own merits and involves a fact specific 
enquiry and determination 

– Do B.C. consumers regard B.C. and California wines as the same or 
similar products?  B.C. wines come from small producers and are 
consequently more ‘terroir expressive’; most California wines are 
‘Parkerized’ – industrial products produced by much larger producers 

– Ultimately it is an empirical question - What is the cross elasticity of 
demand between California and B.C. Wines? – B.C. consumers appear 
willing to pay premium prices for our local wines 
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Practical Likelihood Of A Trade Challenge? 

The Risk is High  

• Once we start down the road of wine in grocery there will be inexorable pressure to 
further relax restrictions and it will become the #1 distribution channel for wine, as 
it has elsewhere in the world 

• If we allow foreign producers in, they will dominate the channel with their 
economies of scale 

• If we discriminate they will file and win a trade challenge, including a challenge 
against direct delivery 

The Risk is Low   

• With the rollout of the store-within-the-store model, the preference is no more than 
a ‘shelving preference’ limited to max of 60 grandfathered stores 

• Given that foreign producers may practically have little to complain about, will they 
agitate for an expensive federal trade action?  

• Doing so may shine the spotlight on their own practices that may favour locally 
produced wines 
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Open/Evolving Issues 

• Will there be a significant shift of LDB and LRS licences to grocery – 

i.e. will existing outlets adjacent to supermarkets relocate into the 

grocery store? 

• Will Bill 22 licences be on a level playing field with VQA licenses? 

• Will municipalities recognize provincial exemption of VQA stores 

from the 1 km rule?  

• Will there be a trade challenge? Are the ‘direct delivery’ preferences 

also vulnerable? 

• In which sales channels should B.C. manufacturers focus their 

efforts? 
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Sales Channels For B.C. Wines 
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Retail Channel % Of Total Sales (YR 
Ending Aug/11) 

% Of Total Sales (YR 
Ending Jul/14) 

Private retail stores (LRS, 
VQA, Agency) 

29.2% 29.8% ($73.3 million) 

Winery direct 23.9% 27.8% ($69.3 million) 

Government liquor stores 25.3% 22.4% ($54.6 million) 

Licensees (bars, restaurants, 
hotels) 

20.3% 19.0% ($46.7 million) 

Other 1.4% 1.1% ($2.2 million) 

Breakdown of Private 
Retailers 

% of Total Sales (YR 
ending Aug/11) 

% of Total Sales (YR 
ending Jul/14) 

LRS 16% 18.1% 

VQA 8.7% 7.8% 

Independent and Agency 3.8% 3.8% 



Prospects In Other Sales Channels 
 
1. Direct to Consumer Channel – Interstate sales are the fastest 

growing sales channel for small U.S. producers 

2. Hospitality – As of Feb 1, Land Based Wineries in B.C. can set 
their own prices to hospitality for wine not listed for sale in GLS 

3. Private Retail Stores – Terroir B.C./BCPLS  Marketing 
arrangements with LRS stores – $22 million annual sales quota, 
centralized data base 

4. Pricing Advantage – Falling dollar is providing a very significant 
foreign exchange rate advantage for the domestic industry 
(multiplied application of LDB markup) 
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U.S. Direct Sales Growth 
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Regulatory Issues in Caffeinated 
Beverages 
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Regulatory Issues in Fortified 
Beverages 
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The Food/Beverage Environment 

Pace of innovation in foods is increasing: 

1. Changing attitude towards food driven by increased 
public awareness 

2. Industry initiatives that are bringing greater product 
communication to the fore 

3. Better technology allowing for the segmentation of 
the market 
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The Food/Beverage Environment 
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The Food/Beverage Environment 

Benefits: 

• Greater choice for 
consumer 

• Possibly helpful in 
nutritional public-
policy endpoints 
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The Food/Beverage Environment 

Drawbacks: 

•  Significant regulatory pressures 

– More difficult to regulate 

– Requires an order of magnitude more resources to 
manage 
 

• Political engagement in the Regulatory regime 

– More public choice means more public engagement 

– Political action comes from public engagement 
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Food Safety Paradigms 

Traditional 
Paradigm of 

Absolute 
Safety in Foods 

New Paradigm 
of Safe Food 
Fortification 
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Novel Foods: Policy and Politics 
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Political 
Pressure 

Regulatory 
Pressure 

Regulatory 
Change 



Novel Foods: Policy and Politics 
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Political 
Pressure 

Regulatory 
Pressure 

Regulation 
through Inaction 



Some Examples of Regulatory Inaction 

• Front-of-Pack Sweetener Labelling 

• Stevia Food Additive Approvals 

• Supplemented Foods TMALs 

• Energy Drinks 
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FOP Labelling for Non-Nutritive Sweeteners 
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VS 



Stevia Product Approvals 
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From this To this 

In only 8 years 



Supplemented Foods Category 

• Government must keep pace with the industry 
or consumers will rebel 

 Borders are a weak barrier against grey-
market products entering a marketplace 

• Temporary Marketing Authorization Letters are 
the Health Canada solution 
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Your Friend, the TMAL… 

• TMALs authorize a product not compliant with 
the Food and Drugs Act legal standing in the 
Canadian marketplace 

– Tied to specific function or category guidance 

– Time-limited 

– Regulatory tool designed for the gathering of 
data on a specific product’s functionality in-
market 
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Interim Marketing Authorization 

• IMAs were a similar tool to TMALs, although 
the use-case was different 

 Regulatory tool designed to authorize a 
product not compliant with the Food and 
Drug Act while HC moved forward with FDA 
amendments 

 Discontinued in 2012 
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The Example of Energy Drinks 

• Moved from Natural Health Products to Foods 
in 2011 on a 5-year TMAL Timeline 

• Political priorities have extended the CED 
transition timelines, requiring unilateral 
extension of CED timelines 

• At which point to Temporary Market Access 
Letters cease to be a temporary measure? 
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Contacts 

Al Hudec 
(778) 886-9356 
ahudec@farris.com 

Nick Kadysh 
(416) 542-3803  
nick.kadysh@ca.redbull.com  

Daniel Coles 
(604) 691-7526 
dcoles@owenbird.com 
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